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I have been messing with this
issue for a while now, it
originally started as an idea
back during issue 2. Since then
I have bounced from it back and
forth whilst I awaited for
replies from various people
involved. 

This issue differs from the
regular Pandory Magazine in
that a lot of it has been made
by the people that wanted to
take part to celebrate
something that they fondly
remember.

Thank you for everyone that
helped to make this issue what
it is.

Regards,
Flea
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The Games Master Special Edition Issue

It's in the nameIt's in the nameIt's in the name

During the early 90's  my t ime was mainly spent playing v ideogames,
playing footbal l ,  wagging school ,  skateboarding,  underage dr ink ing,
l istening to music and quite often fa i l ing spectacular ly at  chatt ing up
gir ls .  We were going through a great  t ime musical ly with Nirvana,  The
Prodigy and many more bands burst ing dominat ing the charts .  The TV
was excel lent  with shows including Ren & St impy,  Fresh Pr ince,
Dinosaurs ,  Baywatch and Games Master  were dominat ing the a irwaves.
I t  was a great  t ime to be al ive and the whole world was ahead of  me and
many others .

Fast  forward to the present and i ronical ly I  now work  in  a  school  after
spending so much t ime wagging i t .  My dreams of  becoming either  a
professional  footbal ler  or  skateboarder  d idn ' t  work  out .  I  no longer
dr ink  due to being an even bigger  ass when I  do than when I  am sober .
Chatt ing  up members of  the other  sex is  no longer al lowed,  mainly
because my missus would k i l l  me i f  I  d id  or  even worse throw out  my
games and consoles.  I t  seems a bit  strange but  one show from the 90's
is  having a b i t  of  a  resurgence once again ,  that  show is  non other  than
the absolutely fantast ic  Games Master .  

You hear  the saying l ightning in  a bott le  so many t imes when
descr ib ing some things that  just  work ,  that  isn ' t  to  say that  every
episode was fantast ic ,  far  f rom i t  but  as a whole Games Master  was
surely something special .  The thing real ly shouldn't  have worked when
you look at  i t ,  but  somehow i t  d id .  

You had a f resh faced host  that  spoke with a Scott ish accent that  made
rude and crude innuendo's  every chance he got .  Wel l  respected
astronomer ,  author  and TV presenter  Sir  Patr ick  Moore as the t i tular
Games Master  h imself .  A  host  of  spotty k ids who could have been in
your class at  school  and a range of  random celebr i t ies as special
guests f rom Sam Fox to Randy Macho Man Savage to name just  two of
the many guests that  have appeared.  

Other  shows have tr ied to emulate Games Master  over  the years ,  but
none have managed to do i t  or  become as loved as this  classic  show.
As the upcoming reboot  with Patr ick  Stewart  due soon as wel l  as
Dominik  Diamond also releasing a book on Games Master  there hasn't
been a better  t ime to look back at  th is  legendary TV show that  burst
onto our  screens back in  January 1992.

H3

Return of the Games MasterReturn of the Games MasterReturn of the Games Master
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RIP Sir Patrick Moore



WRITER FOR VOICES OF WRESTLING

GAMES MASTER SPECIAL: 
DAVID NEILD

There are many dates etched into the annals
of professional wrestling.  Whether it was
August 29th, 1992 when British Bulldog beat
Bret Hart in front of a monumental Wembley,
or June 9, 2018 when Omega and Okada
went to a time limit draw, every super-mark
has a date as important as their own
wedding anniversary.  They are dates
steeped in irony, where time stands still and
are forever remembered.

Not many people remember what happened
on February 1st 1994, a horrifying 27 years
ago.  Most people were probably playing
outside and having friends.  This was before
computer games were a standard, as much a
part of the furniture as a desk lamp.  

We should pity these people.  They are the
sort of people who get annoyed when
someone calls football “soccer” or thinks a
barm cake is a muffin.  More than that, they
missed out on one of ultimate wrestling
hidden gems. 

“Macho Man” Randy Savage vs… Bertha.

There was something utterly compelling
about how he had absolutely no idea what
Dexter Fletcher said.  The steroids probably
throbbed in his ears, drowning out everything
but the desire for victory in an arena he didn’t
know playing a game he barely understood.

“I’m gonna win the challenge and I’m gonna
win big!” he threatened, vaguely.  I wonder if
the majesty of the Golden Joystick was a
reality for him.  Was it ready to take a prized
spot in his trophy cabinet, or was it a spray-
painted piece of tat?

RIP Macho Man.

Thanks for t
he years of e

ntertainment
.



WRITER FOR VOICES OF WRESTLING

GAMES MASTER SPECIAL: 
DAVID NEILD

While the legitimacy of the competition might have been ruined somewhat by Savage
choosing his own opponent, any questions were batted away by his choice of Bertha. 
 She was one of us.  Nobody could deliver that signature line - “I’m going to THRASH
him” - with such authenticity if they didn’t have the imprint of a Sega-CD controller
imprinted in their palms.

The match itself was eventful in its emptiness.  Bertha, with her avatar as the rubbish
wrestler Crush, kicked the air.  Savage climbed the rope, then climbed down.  When he
finally leapt off, it was all too much for the pixelated manifestation of the cream of the
crop.

We were left with a rare poignant moment.  Savage, so enamoured by Bertha’s true grit
and skill at kicking the empty air, invited her to be his tag team partner.  The match
hasn’t happened yet, and I wonder if it ever will?  Probably not, cos Randy Savage is
dead.

We didn't pay this gu
y did we?? FFS!!



BUT... HELLO YOU! 

GAMES MASTER SPECIAL: 
GURU LARRY 

So Games Master launched in 1992, what was it about the show that made you want
to watch it?

I think it was just because it was an actual show about video games, we had gaming
segments on shows in the ‘80s like those phone in jobbies,  and there were the
Paperboy, 720 and Track & Field segments on the game show, First Class,  but by the
time the ‘90s rolled around,  we were lucky to get a scathing news report about them,
and how they were killing kids with epilepsy or turning them into violent psychopaths, 
 so it was a proper show about games!

What hooked you in, and how did you end up in the audience for season 2?

It was just my passion for all things gaming,  a magazine style show and actually seeing
and hearing upcoming games,  rather than just screengrabs in magazines. It was
something special.

As for the audience,  I auditioned to be on the show,  went down to the Isle of Dogs to
Hewland’s old offices (now flats) and they auditioned me to do a challenge on Joe and
Mac on the SNES,   but the time limit they gave was physically impossible,  (they had
given another 1:30 on the shows airing of the challenge).   They also auditioned me to
be on the Gamesmaster consultation zone,   I had written on my form I was stuck on the
Cragg and Clagg boss on Wonderboy in Monsterworld on the Mega Drive,  only
managing to beat him first go.  I also remember them being fascinated when I called
myself a “Gaming Guru” ,  Anyhoo,  I didn’t get picked, so I applied to go in the audience
as I just wanted to be on the show. 

I did get accepted to be in the Gamesmaster team special in the third series (though it
could have been an audition again in hindsight),  but we were going on holiday to
Scratby that day.  Heartbroken ☹

What was it like on set?

One word,  boring.  Don’t let anyone tell you different, but, being in the audience for a TV
show is a pig boring thing to do.  Spend hours standing around watching them set up
five minutes of footage.   Also peeking behind the wizard’s curtain.  Those “randomly
selected people from the audience”,  they’re all auditioned contestants, to my
disappointment on the day.

I want a Larry Plush!!



BUT... HELLO YOU! 

GAMES MASTER SPECIAL: 
GURU LARRY 

Who are some of the guests that really stood out for you on the show?

Lee and Herring for me,  describing Gamesmaster as “Partick Moore in a hat” and no
one hearing them say that editing the show had me in stitches :D

But the ‘90s WWF wrestlers for me in the earlier seasons.   I couldn’t care less about the
football players and flash in the pan boy bands they had on,  but some giant shouty
American I was all over it!

So you have 2 Golden Joysticks, how did you manage to get your hands on them?

eBay :P  The stick I have from season 3 is quite unique,  it was awarded to someone
who LOST on the show!   Kris Akubusi actually won it, but gave it to the girl he beat on
the show.   Ironically the girl who had it lived next door to my secondary school,  and she
sold it to a guy who lived next door to my infant school.  And I live slap bang in between
the two!  Small world huh?



BUT... HELLO YOU! 

GAMES MASTER SPECIAL: 
GURU LARRY 

With a reboot on the horizon starring Patrick Stewart, do you think Games Master
can capture hearts of viewers again or is it a case of lightning isn't going to strike
twice?

This show will be Games Master in name only I’m afraid,  it’s going to be yet another
shameless vehicle for the usual clique of stand up comedians to be on television again. 
 All that remains of the real Games Master is what is in our memories.   And on YouTube.

Will you be tuning in to watch the 2nd coming?

Only if I’m completely wrong about the above.

So what's next for Larry Bundy Jr, any super secret projects on the horizon? More
Guru Larry plush toys planned, awesome YouTube videos or anything else?

More Fact Hunt episodes are on the way,  they’re really my bread and butter online, and
my final string of remaining relevant. But I’d like to do more live action stuff, show the
weird and wacky controllers and other pherpherials I’ve collected over the years. But you
never know, I might have something else exciting to announce in the future ☺

Well I would just like to say thank you for your time, it's been great having you take
part in our Games Master Special issue.
Is there anything you would like to say to our readers?

Check out my rubbish at YouTube.com/Larry   ☺

http://youtube.com/Larry


LEGENDARY TV PRESENTER & RADIO HOST

GAMES MASTER SPECIAL: 
SIR PATRICK MOORE

According to Wikipedia 'Sir Patrick Alfred Caldwell-Moore CBE HonFRS FRAS was an
English amateur astronomer who attained prominence in that field as a writer,
researcher, radio commentator and television presenter.' To many people he will be
fondly remember for his late night show 'The Sky at Night', which was a late night 

The Games Master was famous for the late night Astronomy show The Sky at Night, a
show he will be fondly remembered for by many people. His quirky style captured the
hearts of many an amateur astronomer  or just those people who enjoyed looking at the
sky (possibly at night).

However to many gamers (past and present) Sir Patrick Moore will forever be
remembered for being the one and only Games Master. Appearing on the Consultation
Zone part of the show and helping kids stuck on games and giving them tips. If one thing
you can take from this is that no matter how different you are, eccentric or dare we say it
a bit off the wall, you can succeed in life and people will love you, if only for being you and
not fitting in to the norm.



ALL ROUND NICE BLOKE & GAMING LEGEND 

PANDORY INTERVIEW: 
DAVE 'THE ANIMAL' PERRY

What was one of your favourite gaming houses growing up and some of your
favourites made by them? 
Personally, I was quite partial to the mighty Ocean Software. With games like Head
over Heels, Daley Thompson, Rainbow Islands and many others you could guarantee
that if it said Ocean on the box, it would be a pretty good game or arcade
conversion.

For me it would have been The Bitmap Brothers or Bullfrog. Always creators of top-
quality games, with great graphic and audio. Titles like Speedball 2 and Gods were
benchmark setting, as were games like Populous and Powermonger for Bullfrog. 

They single handedly invented the god gaming genre. Later franchises like Age of
Empires owe so much to those early releases. And when it comes to sheer stylishness,
how can you beat the likes of Syndicate and The Chaos Engine? Total and utter class.
Every time.

You studied journalism didn’t you?, Was this with the intent to try and get into writing
about gaming or were you originally planning to write news stories?

I never actually studied Journalism. But with an IQ of 165, it came easy to me. I had
always loved English at school and found writing extremely enjoyable. Writing about
something I was passionate about, like gaming, just seemed like a natural progression.

Over the years you have written for and been responsible for many of the gaming
magazines we have read. Even launching some of them. (Games World, Play,
PowerStation, X-Gen, STATION, Mega Power to name just a few) Any stories you
can share from in the offices back then?

Ah, there were so many things happening all of the time. A magazine launch is always a
really stressful time. In fact, when we launched STATION magazine, over half the launch
team went to the company owner and tried to get me thrown off the project. Thankfully,
he stuck with me instead, and I took over the Editor role on the launch, brought in some
outside help, and launched what became the largest selling independent single format
console magazine of all time. The stress caused me to have a momentary breakdown
the day after it went to print. For almost 10 minutes I couldn’t remember where I was or
why I was there... I was so tired. But it was worth it.

Mr Dave Perry has once again decided to share some of his precious
free time with Pandory magazine. Here we talk to the man, the Myth,
The Animal about his time in print journalism as well as a couple of
TV shows which you may have heard of. 

Thank you once again and it's great to have you willing to take part of
this special Games Master issue.



Which magazine was your favourite to work on and why?

My favourite magazine to work on was definitely Games World. It was a flagship
release for Paragon so I was allowed to hand pick my own team from inside and outside
of the company. I was at the height of my powers around then and my ego was full to
bursting. I was presenting or appearing on multiple TV shows at the time too, and
getting invited to play in promotions and challenges all over the country. The team on
that magazine were extremely talented and great fun to work with but they also did a
great job of keeping my feet on the ground. I still talk to many of them to this day. We
pulled all kinds of strokes to make Games World: The Magazine as kick ass and
successful as we could. It was sheer joy combined with very, very hard work. Sometimes
we didn’t get home for days and sleep was something of a luxury, but we were like a
gang, and had some extremely high highs putting that mag together every four weeks.
Oh, and STATION was special too... because everybody said it couldn’t be done, yet we
proved the, wrong.

You launched the first magazine (Issue #4 of Mega Power) in the UK with a Demo CD
on the front cover, how did that come about?

First console mag with a Demo CD. We needed an angle to improve the sales of the
title, and publisher Pat Kelly had been talking to Core about cover mounting a
Thunderhawk demo in issue 4. It was a brave move and would shape the magazine
industry for years to come. I remember I was actually filming Season 3 of GamesMaster
at The London Dungeon at the time, while making multiple phone calls to help get the
whole thing together. I have been very lucky to have worked with a number of very
brave and innovative publishing houses through the years.

Is there any magazine you would have liked to have worked on but never got the
chance?

Playboy maybe
Actually, my favourite games magazine of all-time was Zero. I would have loved to have
worked on that one. But of all the magazines I worked against, I would have loved to
have had the opportunity to work on the official GamesMaster magazine at some point.
That would have been perfect. True symbiosis.



ALL ROUND NICE BLOKE & GAMING LEGEND 

PANDORY INTERVIEW: 
DAVE 'THE ANIMAL' PERRY

Print media is dead or so they say, but there are still many magazines sold in stores
around the world. Why do you think we have seen the decline in mainly gaming
magazines when other hobbies seem to still thrive in print?

Quite simply because gamers are so net savvy. It is natural for the, to seek their
knowledge from a computer screen. Back in the 80s and 90s, we were the only source
of information on the latest releases and developments in the gaming world. If you
wanted to see how a new game looked or learn more about what that game involved,
how it was controlled, how many levels, bosses etc. You had to read the latest
magazines. And we worked damn hard to get that info to the readers as quickly as we
could. However, with the internet rising so quickly and efficiently it soon became easier
and easier to find that information online. Plus, you could actually now see the games
running instead of just looking at static screenshots. So, magazines slowly got left
behind. Why wait for four weeks to find out what is happening with Witcher 3, when
you can just log on and actually see the game running for yourself and read news that is
updated hourly. Magazines simply could not compete. The internet seemed like the
natural place to find news for the games hobby, sadly, and that only serves to send the
whole industry back into the bedrooms from whence it came.

Do you think that with many people looking at the retro games market we could one
day see a resurgence of gaming magazines if only dedicated to retro systems
possibly like Retro Gamer but with Pandory in the title?

Retro gaming is possibly one of the few angles that could bring about a resurgence in
gaming magazines... because it does not depend on breaking news. Passion, quality of
journalism and production would be more important. But getting people to stop staring
at their handheld screens and actually go out and buy a magazine may sadly be beyond
us now. 

On your recent Top 10 list you showed the mighty Amiga quite a bit of love with
classics like Speedball 2 appearing, what was it about the Amiga that made it such a
fun machine?

The Amiga was absolutely the right machine at the right time. The leap from the smaller
home computers to the Amiga was massive. The leap from arcade machines to the
Amiga was massive. The sheer quality of the software appearing on that machine was
next level, and for my money, as a format, it has never been surpassed for the sheer
volume of killer software and genre creating releases that it spawned. The back
catalogue still stands up today over 35 years later. Programming geniuses were making
their way out of their bedrooms and into the gaming public‘s consciousness and in many
case becoming millionaires almost overnight. The Amiga was the videogaming depth
charge that opened a fault line into the world of popular culture, down which this fine
hobby could flow. Give me an Amiga 500, with the 500k upgrade slipped into its belly,
over any games machine since. Oh, and a Competition Pro joystick please.



ALL ROUND NICE BLOKE & GAMING LEGEND 

Do you think the Amiga and ST were harmed by the MegaDrive and SNES or vice
versa, growing up I remember many an argument over which console was the one to
own, but there was only the question of why did you get an ST instead of an Amiga?

The new always replaces the old in this world I am afraid. And historically there have
almost always been rivalries between machines. Spectrum vs C64, Amiga vs ST, Mega
Drive vs SNES and so on.
The only reason I remember people choosing the ST over the Amiga for was for its midi
capabilities. Outside of that, the Amiga kicked its arse.

Moving on, how did the whole Games Master gig come about?

I was working for Europe’s largest mail order software company at the time, producing
their members magazines when someone tipped me off about a company in London
ramping up to start production on the UK’s first ever videogames tv show. It was
suggested that I should go along to talk to them as they were looking for games' experts
and at the that time, I was taking part in a lot of competitions all over the country.
So I went along and got the job. It meant a big drop in pay for me but it was an
opportunity I couldn’t miss out on. Then, when we started screen testing I took the next
step and told the director that I wanted to be on the other side of the camera... a ballsy
move if ever there was one... but I was cocky, confident and handsome. The rest is
history.

Why do you think Games Master captured the hearts of so many gamers?

Because it was real. It didn’t try to be cool. In those early shows there were real games
experts, journalists and enthusiasts talking about a subject that they were truly
passionate about. It came across as edgy, a little bit rough around the edges but
genuinely informative and great fun. It was also the first on the scene... which helped,
I’m sure. We weren’t so different from the people we were making the show for, so a
connection was made. We were making the show we would like to watch ourselves.
That kind of honesty is infectious.

What are some of your fondest memories from that time?

I remember driving my old mini clubman to the station in Epping on cold winter
mornings, when it was so icy that the inside of my windscreen would freeze up. Then
sitting on the underground at around 6.30am for almost an hour a day on top of that
journey, just to get to the Isle of Dogs, where I would then walk to the Hewland
Production offices to begin work. It was hard, but every day was exciting. What we
were doing had never been done before. We were literally making it up as we went
along. One ‘Eureka’ moment after another. I loved working with those guys, at that
building, at that time, on THAT show. We were making history.



ALL ROUND NICE BLOKE & GAMING LEGEND 

PANDORY INTERVIEW: 
DAVE 'THE ANIMAL' PERRY

It’s the question that you have probably been asked a bunch of times before, but was
Sir Patrick Moore as bonkers in real life as he seemed on screen?

I am told that he was a wonderful gentleman, a real larger than life character. But I
never got to meet him personally. He used to shoot his bits privately away from the
main location production.

As well as the good things about Games Master we also hear about issues behind the
scenes, one story has reported that some kids were made to replay games multiple
times in challenges until the right person won. Did you see this first hand?

Yes of course. It happened a lot. In the first season alone, I remember a young Alex Verry
being given the opportunity to replay his Sonic challenge until he succeeded. There was
also a Road Rash challenge were the brother beat his sister, but they made them replay
it until the sister won. That sort of thing happened more often that you might think. I
hated it, but that’s the cold reality about TV, the show comes first. It never sat well with
me and ultimately I too fell victim to it. 

Dexter Fletcher, did he get sold a bum gig with being selected to take over as the
host? He just seemed like an unnatural fit and instead of trying to be himself it
seemed like they wanted him to try and act like Dom did, at least to me.

Dexter is a great guy. When he took on the GamesMaster gig, you have to remember
that he had never presented a tv show before. He was an actor. Dominik had left the
show to go and do some quiz show on children’s tv, and Dexter was brought in to
replace him. But what many people don’t realise is that not only did Dominik leave the
show, but more importantly for the rest of us, Director Cameron McAllister and Producer
Adam Wood left too. Now they had been involved with the show from day one, and like
myself were part of the original team of five trusted with creating GamesMaster. 

To not have their steadying influence behind the scenes created a fair amount of unrest
and chaos, plus, after we had started filming Series 3 in Oxford Prison, it got
recommissioned and we had to move the whole production somewhere else. That was
when we relocated to the London Dungeons and created the team challenge, and I
came on board as the permanent co-Presenter for the show. Poor old Dexter had the
difficult job of being out front while all this confusion was going on and unfortunately it
fell onto his shoulders to try and carry the show through it all. 
I think he did a much better job than he gets credit for. I am told Series 3 has much
better viewing figures than some of the later seasons, despite people wanting to believe
it was a failure. It really wasn’t.



A number of celebrities appeared on Games Master, who was your favourite and
why?

I enjoyed working with Frank Bruno, he was always a very polite and interesting guy...
and Vinnie Jones was fun. But my favourite celebrity had to be Dexter himself. What a
sound and talented individual. I think time has proved him to be the most successful
member of GamesMaster team ever.

Which celebrity was a pain in the ass to work with? 

Well, Macho Man Randy Savage made everyone leave the green room when he was in
there, and I remember Emlyn Hughes complaining that the joystick we gave him was
making his wrists ache. But I don’t really remember any being a particularly big pain in
the arse. I tended to steer away from the celebrity guests, after all, I always considered
myself a bigger deal than the majority of them anyway.

Did any celebrities wonder what they had got themselves into and just seemed
confused by it all?

Yes, and they were the ones in the greatest danger. Because Dominik would have an
absolute field day with them. Never show that man fear. 😂

You unfortunately left Games Master, looking back do you wish you could have
continued in some fashion to be a part of it?

No, not at all. The way I left GamesMaster only served to show just how finished I was
with it all. In my opinion GamesMaster had become a poor shadow of its former self,
and I couldn’t have gone along with that any longer. What had been the UK’s greatest
videogames show of all time had become a very sub-standard attempt at comedy. 

After I left, they put together what I thought was the worst series in the show’s history
and then it was axed. Many of the same team went on to produce Games World 4
shortly after and I thought that was awful too, so I left half way through, and that got
axed too. No videogames TV show has ever survived losing The GamesAnimal.

To be completely honest, I am glad I left when I did. I wouldn’t have wanted to be
associated with what came after.



ALL ROUND NICE BLOKE & GAMING LEGEND 

PANDORY INTERVIEW: 
DAVE 'THE ANIMAL' PERRY

Did Games Master end to soon or do you think it went on longer than it should have? 
I know I didn’t really watch the last couple of seasons with my time being spent in the
pub instead as I started earning money. 7 Years is a long time and they probably lost
a few viewers of a certain age whilst gaining others.

I think it could have lasted longer, but as I have said, I think it lost its way. If you ask
people what the greatest videogames tv show of the 90s was... they will nearly always
say GamesMaster. However, if you ask them what the best comedy show was...
GamesMaster probably wouldn’t even make the top 100. So less attempts at comedy,
and more focus on core values I think would have meant the show had more longevity.
For me the later shows always seemed like one big dragged out ‘in joke’.

The upcoming Games Master Reboot with Mr Make It So himself Patrick Stewart
(Star Wars reference for the fans) will begin soon. What are your thoughts on the
show being rebooted? Should it have been left in the past and a new show made
instead?

I have no idea what to think about this. Is it even happening? It seems to have gone
really quiet. I hope it will be a huge success... but we will have to wait and see.

Where you asked to take part? It surely would have been nice for a nostalgia trip for
older viewers at least in my opinion.

Yeah, I think bringing in some of the familiar faces would provide a ‘connection’ for
audiences that remember the show first time around. But no, no one contacted me. Big
trick missed.

From Games Master to Games World, how did the show differ and what was it like to
work on?

For me, Games World was a much more friendly and bustling show to work on. I loved
the urban sets and closeness to the crowds when we were filming. It felt a lot more raw
and gritty when I was working on it, and I think everyone felt a lot more involved. There
were more characters around, and everything felt so fresh and ‘by the seat of your
pants’ in its execution. 

We were on screen five nights a week, so it was incredibly innovative and exciting to be
a part of. Games TV was taking over and with myself being on both major shows I was
absolutely at the sharp end of things. It was ultimately much more fun and I made some
genuine friends on that show.
You know, no one has appeared on more episodes of videogames tv shows than me.
That is a fact.



Do you think it received less coverage with it being on Sky One than terrestrial TV?

Yes, even today, a show on terrestrial tv will always have more kudos and credibility
than one on cable or sky. Despite of viewing figures. Terrestrial is the big time.

What’s your overall opinion on shows dedicated to Gaming? over the years we have
seen quite a few different ones and only a few have really worked whilst others
seem to just try to be cool and fail. Is it a case of them doing things wrong or just
missing that spark?

Personally I think most have sucked. For me it all started to go downhill around Series 5
of GamesMaster... that time period. I haven’t liked anything since. People make the
mistake of trying to be cool or edgy... you can’t force that stuff. It just becomes
cringeworthy. I felt that perhaps Gamezville and When Games Attack suffered from
that... although I have to be honest, I didn’t spend too much time watching either. I
honestly can’t remember any other videogame TV shows. Were there any others? The
decline was pretty dramatic.



How did Games Animal TV come about, and what’s with the crazy filter?

Well, a bunch of people asked me to do it, because they had always wanted to be on
those old gaming shows, and so thought it would be cool to try and reinvent one.
However, as time went by people just seemed to drop away when it came to making
things happen... so I just put a few little shows online myself. I didn’t have a clue what I
was doing technically, I still don’t. They are just little snippets of retro vibes for gamers
who remember me and want to hear me waffle. They are firmly stuck in the 90s and
massively inappropriate in places. In fact, Show 3 just got slammed as only suitable for
over 18s. Which I am proud of. Fuck the ‘wokies’ and SJWs. I’ve got no time for that
nonsense. Bikini Babes on Beat’em-ups, that’s what I’m all about.
As for the filter... I just liked it. It’s my show. So, I’ll do what I want. End of.

You still have a passion for videogames and people still love you for what you have
done in the industry. Will we see a return of The Animal in any form soon, either in
print or on Games Animal TV or other? Heck you could even have your own column in
Pandory posting sporadically if you like, I must warn you though our editors a bit of a
dick though. 

I love that I have a place in the history of something that has been such a huge part of
my life. What will I do next? Hell knows. Generally, I just make shit up as I go along. But
you never know what is around the corner.

Thank you for your time, it really is appreciated that you still find the time to give
back to the fans.





ACTOR, PRODUCER AND FILM DIRECTOR

GAMES MASTER SPECIAL: 
DEXTER FLETCHER

Dexter Fletcher had the unfortunate task of replacing Dominik Diamond as the host of
Games Master for Season 3. A lot of people didn't take to him for the simple reason that
he wasn't Dom. One thing to remember is this was his first time as being a presenter,
riding the wave of fame for starring in the series Press Gang which was popular at the
time, Dexter had a recognisable face and must have done something right to be chosen
as the host for Series 3. 

Whilst he may not have been to everyone's tastes, you have to say he gave it his all and
was entertaining still. Since Games Master he has gone on to star in films like Lock, Stock
and Two Smoking Barrell's as well as quite a few more.

One thing I didn't know was that he also directed the excellent film Eddie the Eagle
starring Taron Egerton and Hugh "Wolverine" Jackson. If you haven't seen it, it is really
worth a watch. With the move into directing and producing films, we may have seen the
last of Dexter on our screens, but that doesn't mean we have seen the last of his work.
This is a case of onwards and upwards for the former host.



LEGENDARY TV PRESENTER & RADIO HOST

PANDORY INTERVIEW: 
DOMINIK DIAMOND

So th
at's it

?? This
 is th

e big 
exclu

sive

interv
iew!!

No w
onder

 you d
idn't tell

 me a
bout 

it as

I woul
d have

 fired
 you w

eeks a
go. :(

Clear
 your

 desk
 and don't com

e in on

Mond
ay!!



TWEETS & ON THE YOUTUBES

GAMES MASTER SPECIAL: 
THE ESSENTIAL GAMER UK

Gamesmaster was spectacular, from Patrick Moores monocled DOOM inspired borg like
face to the awful fashion sense of Dominick Diamond the show itself was a huge part of
why I enjoyed gaming growing up. 

Time trials held in a level of Donkey Kong 64, a GamesMaster set challenge to beat a
level of sonic, cut to a review of double dragon on gameboy before Michael from Crawley
gets teleported into the Gamesmasters quarters to ask for help on a difficult section of
strider on the megadrive. 

There's never been anything like it, even when Dexter Fletcher took over for a season of
hosting it couldn't match the shit schlocktastic TV Diamond and Moore delivered, the
latter's conviction matched with the formers almost palletable distain for self proclaimed
Pro gamers will remain unmatched.

HANDHELD DUDE OF YOUTUBE FAME

GAMES MASTER SPECIAL: 
RETRO GAME CORPS

Hiya, unfortunately I don't have any memories of Games Master, I don't think it was very
big here in the US.  We had Nick Arcade and another show that I can't remember, and of
course the Mario Super Show 

BIG BOY BARRY - GAMESWORLD

GAMES MASTER SPECIAL: 
ALEX VERREY

(Place Holder)

TEAM PANDORY

GAMES MASTER SPECIAL: 
EMU CHICKEN

Games Master was big EVERYWHEEEERRE!

So I am guessing he
 didn't reply??



TEAM PANDORY

GAMES MASTER SPECIAL: 
DAJOHO

A memory. I don't have any. I never watched GamesMaster.

THE SAILOR MAN WHO FINDS BOMBS IF HE CAN

GAMES MASTER SPECIAL: 
MR MATT

PAIN IN THE BUTT

GAMES MASTER SPECIAL: 
MY DAUGHTER

It was funny seeing Frank Bruno destroying a Sonic Blastman machine. It isn't the kind of
thing you expected to see on TV. Oh and Also I think the first time we saw Street Fighter
2 on SNES in the UK. Re-watching Games Master on Saturday TV in black and white was
my favourite.

NO COMMENT

GAMES MASTER SPECIAL: 
THE MISSUS

I don't have one, I am too young. I need a poo, what you writing? Don't put that, I will get
you arrested. Dickhead.

What are you on about? Can I have some Poke coins for Pokémon Go? Oh and mum said
you are in trouble for something. Why are you always in trouble? 

MUB HUB OVERLORD

GAMES MASTER SPECIAL: 
ROBSON MEG

On Saturday tv. I used to watch that.

Saturdays?? I guess time h
asn't been kind to Rob's mind.



THE FUTURE!!

GAMES MASTER SPECIAL: 
GAMES MASTER 2022

So the producers of Games Master are now searching for contestants for the new
upcoming show. The big question is just what will it be like? Will it be aimed at kids or will
it be going for the nostalgia type feel. 

One thing for certain is that this won't be the Games Master we all remember, heck dare I
say it... This is Games Master 'The Next Generation!' Patrick Stewart is a likeable person
who isn't shy to poke fun at things. So as a host this could work out well, everything else
about the show though is unknown and I have to say that going the same route as the
original series could be a wrong turn. I guess we will find out when Games Master finally
makes a return to our screens sometime in the future.

Car crash or entertaining, one thing is for sure and that is I like many will be tuning in to
find out what it is all about.

Thank you once again for checking out this special issue, feel free
to check out our latest and all other issues of Pandory Magazine in
this link here. 

https://pg3d-hax.uk/pandory-magazine/

